The difficulty of the prediction of missile equipment costs lies in the small sample data, and the sample data have the complicated non-linear characteristics. By analyzing the influence of parameters of missile equipment costs, SVR is proposed to predict the missile equipment costs model, and Taking a certain missile equipment cost as an example to verify the equipment costs. The calculation results show that this method has better prediction precision and higher prediction accuracy.
Introduction
The traditional methods of the prediction of missile equipment costs in practice are mainly the engineering estimation method and parameter estimation method, analogy method and expert estimation method [1] . Among them, the engineering estimation method can get more detailed and accurate cost estimates, but it is also very troublesome job. For example, one of the important parts in estimation of missile equipment costs, often need complex calculation.
Parameter estimation method is to select appropriate parameters to construct
International Symposium on Computers & Informatics (ISCI 2015) explicit functional form, usually it implies a linear relationship hypothesis, but the real problem lies in many nonlinear relationships. The defect of analogy method and expert estimation method lies in the estimate precision is not high. At the same time, as a highly nonlinear problem description ability of the modeling tool, neural network prediction field has been applied widely in missile equipment costs [2] . But the neural network technology also has some inherent defects: it do not have unified criterion to determine the network structure; it have certain requirements on the sample in the quantity and quality; it is Prone to have over fitting and poor model generalization ability, and so on. Because the sample is limited, missile equipment cost prediction problem is a typical small sample learning problem; many methods are difficult to achieve the ideal effect [3] [4] .
Therefore, in order to provide accurate information promptly to decision makers, we must find a prediction method for economic, quick and accurate scientific prediction of missile equipment costs. presented by Vapnik and n-SVR proposed by Schlkopf [5] [6] . ε-SVR control algorithm is hoping to achieve precision by predeterminedε, and n-SVR to minimizeε, so as to ensure that the algorithm can achieve the highest precision.
Support vector machine to improve the generalization ability through the structural risk minimization principle, solves the small sample, non-linear, high dimension, local minimum and so on, it has been widely used [7] [8] [9] [10] . Therefore, this paper attempts to use support vector regression theory to establish the prediction model of missile equipment cost, to have the cost forecasting, and to achieve the good effect.
The basic principle of n-SVR support vector regression
, which uses the nonlinear mapping of ) (x φ the input vector x is mapped to the feature space, and then linear regression in high dimensional feature space, construct the regression
Among them ω and b respectively denote the weight vector and bias. The introduction of slack variables
and the penalty parameter C , and to construct the two times planning original problem: n-SVR algorithm steps: 
Prediction of missile equipment costs
Missile initial quality, warhead quality, maximum speed, maximum range and the missile cost are the key factor that they all have affects on the missile equipment costs. The literature [12] selects 10 groups of missile equipment cost model data to have the cost analysis, the training sample and test sample data as shown in Table 1 . The first 9 groups set as training samples for existing equipment, the tenth group as the simulation samples for research in equipment, and the cost forecast by using SVR model, and it compared with the actual value. We set the missile initial quality, quality, warhead maximum speed, maximum range, the missile cost as the input parameters, and the cumulative cost as output, Table 2 . As can be seen, SVR model to fit the average value of relative error is only 2.59%, the coefficient of determination of 0.99, the fitting effect is good. The practical results show that SVR has good generalization ability in the case of limited samples, and has a certain universality, it can be used as a suitable method and it should be popularized.
Conclusions
Support vector regression is a statistical learning model by the principle of structural risk minimization instead of empirical risk minimization principle, has perfect theory basis. Based on the analysis of missile equipment cost data, we use support vector regression model to build missile equipment cost theory and method. From the example above, it can be seen that the support vector machine methods have better calculation accuracy and have stronger generalization ability in dealing with nonlinear problems.
